Introduction
A numerical method for parabolic stochastic partial differential equations (SPDE) [1, 3] of the form dU {AU + f(Ut)}dt + g(Ut)dWt, (1) where {Wt, t >_ 0} is a standard scalar Wiener process, based on the application of an order 7 strong Taylor scheme [4] with constant time-step A to the N-dimensional stochastic differential equations (SDE) dU N obtained from (1) by a Galerkin approximation was shown by Grecksch and Kloeden [2] to have a combined truncation and global discretization error of the form EIUkA ylKK(l/2 +]+1 )
Here Ix] denotes the integer part of the real number x and K is constant depending on the initial value and bounds on the coefficient functions f,g of the SPDE (1) as well as on the length of the time interval 0 kA T under consideration, and 1j is the jth eigenvalue of the operator -A (whose eigenfunctions provide the bases for the Galerkin approximations).
We refer to [1] [2] [3] since I(o), k A A and I(1),k,A AWk, the Wiener process increment for the kth time-step. ee [4] for further details. UkA--Yk <-KNAT, A N is not a diagonal matrix and the following theorem also holds in this more general case. The assumptions required on the coefficients of the SDE are the same as those given in Theorem 10.6.3 in [4] , essentially that they are sufficiently often continuous differentiable with bounded derivatives.
Theorem 1: The linear-implicit version (9) of an order 7 strong Taylor scheme also has strong order 7.
Proof: In order to apply Theorem 11.5.1 of [4] we first rearrange the linear-implicit scheme (9) IN L().
Then for all multi-indices a E .A.\{v}, we have
The squared expectation of all of these terms is thus bounded by a constant multiplied by A2", since 7 _< L(7) and, without undue restrictiveness, A _< 1 Theorem 5.11.1 of [4] then gives the desired result.
The analogous result for linear-implicit weak schemes can be found in [5] and an alternative proof for the linear-implicit strong Euler scheme in [6] .
The Combined Error Bound
The next theorem shows that the use of a linear-implicit strong Taylor scheme (9) overcomes the stiffness in the structure of an It&Galerkin SDE (2).
Theorem 2: The combined truncation and global discretization error of the order 7 linear-implicit strong Taylor scheme (9) with constant time-step A applied to the N-dimensional It'a-Galerkin approximation (2) of the SPDE (1) has the form EIUA--yNI _< K(,] 1/2+1 + AT), (11) where the constant K depends on E I I Uo I I 2, bounds on the f, g coefficients of the SPDE and the length of the time interval 0 <_ kA <_ T under consideration.
Proof: The proof is similar to that for the error bound (3) in [2] for the order 7 strong stochastic Taylor scheme. To determine the nature of the dependence of K N on N in (7) here it is necessary to examine the terms in the remainder of the stochastic Taylor expansion used to derive the strong Taylor scheme (4 [4] under the assumption that the coefficient functions satisfy a linear growth bound. This is true here under the assumptions on the coefficients of the SPDE (1) 
where Ix] is the integer part of the real number x, for the global discretization error.
There are two basic differences for the order /linear-implicit strong Taylor scheme (9). The first is that all coefficients in the scheme and the remainder are multiplied 1 )!AL(7)ALN (7) The discretization error by the inverse of the diagonal matrix I N -L(7 estimate will thus be divided by the norm of this matrix, which is dominated by the term A
-A +1/2]. The second difference is that the integrands in the remainder terms coming from the highest order purely deterministic multiple integral in the scheme are obtained by applying the L and the L 1 operators to the coefficient function of this highest order term after the linear part has been made implicit and shifted to the other side. In particular, the highest order power A-+1/2] + 1 coming from this linear part will no longer be present, though lower order powers may be, that is at most A--+1/2], but we divide these terms by norm of the diagonal matrix which is dominated by the power A--+ 1 / 2 ] . The global discretization error bound will thus be of the form KT, UoA' and hence the combined truncation and global discretization error bound will be as asserted in Theorem 2. D
